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Measurements niad� at t� Daresbury on a Selection of 

cules are presented in this review, where the emphaSis is on the 

correlations and the 蹴eans .of quantifying them by focussing. on resonant structure in 

the phot�onization continuum. The llse of the tech説明es of ang1e resolved s鮮か

なom.etry， flùorescence 予olarization analysis and 臨erged ion 総am spectrometry to high咽

light these effects is discu部ed， as well their application in pr�iding fundamental 註ata

on the photoionization ∞ess. The results presented 加veb諮問 chosen not to 

aﾍl indication of our present state of understanding of this field, to 

is .likely t� develop in the future, in the context established 

S伊おなöscopies and the opportunities. pre関nted the next 部nera.tìon of 

diatiotl. Sou玄ces.

乱 士宮0尋祖ctio盟

Atomic and molecular physics has always 批en

at the forefront of the development of the use of 

synchrotron radiation, and this is particularly true 
of the present time. Over the last few years there 

has been considerable progre路 in experimental techｭ

niques, with 出e resu1t that the photoioni~tion 

pr∞e関 can now be studied in great detail and our 

understanding of complex correlation phenomena 

has advanced considerably. This has been spurred 

on by the continuing improvements in synchrotron 

radiation sources, OOth in the areas of beam line opｭ
tics, and machine performance in terms of beam 
emittance and lifetime. In particular 出e new third 

generation sources have begun to demonstrate their 

capabilities, setting new standards in terms of very 
high resolution, with unprecedented intensity. 
These improvements in synchrotron radiation 

sources have bene自ted many scientific areas, and 
from the point of this review the one of particular 

interest is that of differential measurements made 

both and electron resolution. In 

of detecto路弘as

are 

now coming into 

correlation effects to be 

either using improved optical resolution to fo四

cus on regions where autoionization ta総s place, or 
by using the enhanced sensitivity to 号 Înter圃

channel correlations in the photoionization contÏIト

uum. For molecules such measurements are of par剛

ticular interest because by focussing on an 

autoionizing line in a 関olecular abso中tion spec四

位um， different vibrational1evels of the ion can be 

populated compared to those reached direct io福岡

zation and in those cases where the vibrational prか

gressions are long they can provide re1iable informa叩

tion on the molecular constants. Furthermore, 
measurements in resonant regions can bring to 
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light effects due to correlation b拭ween electronic 

and vibrational 臨otion; ぬis is 扮cause in the re印刷

nance region the outgoing electron is temporarily 

trap戸d and can interact with the molecular core, 
exchanging angular 悶omentum with it due to 

anisotropic interactions. This results in marked 

non FrancιCondon b号主aviour， normally not seen 

in the ionization continuum, and despite consideト
able theoretical effort it has proved difficult in g印刷

eral to descri恥 vibronic coupling 弓uantitatively.

At 1開st in the case of small molecules, and also 
transient molecules whose photoionization s伊ctra

are not well known, high resolution measurements 
will 祝 ofcontinuing interest to provide bo出 funda

mental information on the excited states of the 

molecule and also on the vibronic coupling effects 

which can dominate their inner shell spectra. 

Despite the experimental difficulties me儲ure楠

ments on both si時ly and multiply charged ions con刷

tinue to 扮 ofgreat interest wor1dwide, mainly beｭ
cause of their relevance to astrophysics and plasma 

physics. Since the first measurements on absolute 

cro路 sections were made some years ago, several 
laもoratories wor1dwide are setting up experiments 

to extend such me制lrements to higher photon ener幽

gies and a greater range of ions, with some succe路
very recently. Also the first differential measure欄

ments have been made. 官lere are now plans to ex削

tend these measurements to multiply charged ions, 
using improved versions of ion sources such 邸 the

Electron Cyclotron 良esonance source, and these 
will be 註ighly demanding experiments even for 

third generation storage rings. 関evertheless they 

are an essential complement to the Dual Laser 

Plasma Technique whic註 has 批en used very efú印刷

tively for studying the absorption spectra of multi雌

ply charged ions, and are li主ely to remain a signi品

cant part of synchrotron radiation based atomic 

physics programmes for some time to come. 

It is outside the scope of this review to cover al1 

部pects of atomic and molecular physics us�g 昭島

chrotron radiation, so it will focus on w町長 done

by the author and his colleagues using the synchrか

tron radiation source (SRS) at Daresbury 

Laboratory. The aim is to highlight are邸 which

are likely to be of continuing interest for the next 

generation of such sources, give an indication of 
how th邸e research activities in atomic and moleclト

lar physics are developing, and in what derection 
they are likely to proceed in future. W ork in the arｭ

鎚S of atomic double ionization, satellite st!・ucture，
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excited ato酷s and multiple coincidence experiｭ

ments applied to molecular fragmentation, which 
is now ma主ing an enormous contribution to the deｭ

velopment of the subject, will therefore 祝 in

cluded only where it is either complementary to or 

a natural development of the research reviewed in 

this article. 

Measurements on atoms using synchrotron radia綱

tion have of course progressed considerably from 

the earliest measurements of absorption apectra, 
reaching the point where the fundamental parameｭ

ters in the photoionization pr∞ess can be meas蝉

ured. Such experiments are often called “com
plete", although it should be borne in mindl

) that 

they are complete only within the framework of 

the theoretical method and assumptions that are 

used to analyse them. Some years ago Heinzmann 

and his co-workers2
•
3

) made electron spectroscopy 

measurements on the rare gases in which the elec鋤

tron spin was resolved, and were able to calculate 
the dipole matrix elements and phase differences 

for the outgoing channels in the photoionization 

proce部. Jiménez醐Mier et a14
) measured the angular 

distribution of the fluorescence resulting from the 

decay of ions following photoionization to deｭ

termine the alignment of the ion, and using previ欄
ously me錦町ed values for the photoelectron asymｭ

metry determined the ratio of the two dipole 

matrix elements and their phase difference. 

Hausmann et aP) carried out a simi1ar experiment 

on the 臨agnesium 2p shel1, using the angular distri欄
bution of the Auger electrons to determine the ion 

alignment, and 瓦話mmerling and SchmidtS
) made 

angular correlation measurements between the 

Auger and photoelectrons following ionization of 

xenon in its 4d shell, to determine five parameters 
in this relativistic case. 

calcium and Strontium 

A variation on the fluorescence approach has 

扮'en used in recent experiments at the Daresbury 

S良S， in which the polarization of the fluorescence 

resulting from the decay of calcium and strontium 

atoms6
) was measured. The experimental geometry 

is shown in 飽gure 1; the experiments were carried 

out in the regions of the giant p-d resonances, 
mainly 勧cause the cro路 section near the threshold 

for ionising and exciting these atoms, where ideal1y 

this ex開riment should be done, was very low 
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Figure 1. The experimental geometry of the electron僻

fluorescent photon coincidence experiment. 

(--10-19 cm2). When combined with meas町ements

of the photoelectron angular distribution, for stron聞
tium reli幼le results for the ratio of the dipole maｭ

trix elements could be obtained at the main pea註

of the 4p-4d resonance, where it was shown that 

LS coupling could be assumed and that the effect 

of cascade pr∞e部es feeding the fluorescing 5p 

level could be neglected7
). The theoretical basis for 

the analysis of these results in terms of statistical 

tensors is well established8
). In the c部e of stron曲

tium, for example, after the initial ionizing event 
the Sr+ ion is left in the ...4s24p6 5p 2Ptl日i/2 levels, 
and d伐ays by fluorescence to the ground state of 

the ion 2S1/2 ・ The me部urement of the fluorescence 

polarization of the 2P3/2 • 2S1/2 transition gives the 
alignment parameter A20, and the angle resolved 
photoelectron measurement, on the electrons which 
are ejected leaving the ion in the excited 5p 2P3/2 

level, provides the angular distribution parameter 
β. In LS coupling there are two outgoing contin鵬

uum channels εs and εd， and the dipole matrix 

elements and their phase difference are related to 

A20 and ß ちy the fo11owing equations: 

Pα23A = - . where Aw 
α2A20-2
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and β 
i Dd 12 -2-{21 Ds 11 Dd 1 cosム

1 Ds 1 2 十 IDdl 2

ぬ is a geometrical factor, equal to 0.5 for a 2P3/2 

• 2 S1/2 transition. In order to overcome the 
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uncertainties due 初出ecas伺de and in a 

new approach to the 両complete狩 experiment， Beyer 

et ar) made coincidence measurements 駒tween the 

polarize品 fluorescent photon and the photo問jected

electron.τhe measurements 腎ere made on the ca1醐

cium atom, where it was known that cascade proc刷
出ses cou1d not be neg1ected. Again, the measure闇

ments were made in the 3p-3d resonance region, 
the polarized photons もeing detected in coinci圃

dence with the ejected e1ectrons which 1eave the 

Ca+ion in the 4p 2P3/2 1evel. The results are shown 

in 筒gure 2 for two values ofθ ， together with val欄

ues for βand the partia1 cross section of the 4p 

channel. The ana1ysis of these experiments is now 

a litt1e more complicated, since a particular angゃ

lar correlation is being selected out and thus the 

fluorescence is no 10nger being averaged over a11 

photoelectron derections. The coincidence polarizaｭ

tion P x is now given by 

P α2 (3A20 十も!6A22)
一 α2 (A20 ) 2 

where the normalized statistical tensors of the ion 

A20 and A22 can be expressed in terms of the incom圃

ing photon and the outgoing photoelectron. おetails

of this method of ana1ysis have been given by 

K訪問hnik10) and more recent1y by 医abachnik and 

Ueda1
l). Forθ 口土 1350 ， the expressions simplify 

so that is given by 

where R 口 1 2/1Dd 12. Using this ex炉開on and 

the expression above for β ， Beyer et a19
) calcu1ated 

the dipole moment ratio and phase difference ム at

the peak of the 3p-3d resonance: 

1 1/IDdl ココ 1.4, +0ム -0.3 
and 1 ﾂ 1 =ご斜.20 +20, 50. 

This applies on1y within the LS coupling approxi酬

mation, and the justification for this came from 
the fact that for θ=鈎0 ， the value of 暫as meas帽

ured to be .-..,,0.6, as expected for LS coupling, inde醐
pendent of the dipole matrix elements and their rela輔

tive ph邸e1 1). However, a further complication ari岨

ses: unlike the nonωcoincidence measurements, the 
coincidence 拙e路urements are sensitive to the de“ 

gree of circu1ar polarization S3 of the incoming 
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Figure 2. Experimental results in the Ca 3p-3d rescト

nance region: (a) relative partial cross section for leaving 
the Ca + ion in the excited 4p level; (b) asy盟理etry para聞か

ter ﾟ for the corresponding photoelωtrons; (c) polarizaｭ
tion of the fluorescent photons, taken in coincidence with 
the photoel伐trons， for the electron detection angle e = 
1350 , and (d) e 口 -900 •

light, and this was 部sumed to be zero when the 

a加ve values were calculated. Measurements at 

other values of e have to 枇 made， other th釦 at

multiples of 900 , to provide a value of S3 ・ This has 

recently been done with this experiment, and the 

第語 5 号 (1宮錨年)

results indicate that the the above 

values for I Ds I / I Dd I and I ム I does not increase sub-

すhe extension of these measuremen路 to the non曲

LS coupling case is relatively straightforward, 
though rath紅白描anding 酪 since

measurements over a range of () values must be 

made to achieve reasonable accuracy. Further such 

experi血ents are planned for the alkaline earth aト

oms, with the term of guid輔

ance to calculations of the 腎avefunctions used in 

the theoretical analysis of photoionization spectra. 

Atomic ions 

The majority of measurements on atoms and 

molecules have been made with the target in its 

ground state, this being the simplest to prepare 

with a high enough density. Nevertheless, over the 
last ten years t詰ere has been considerable progre路

in studies of photoioni却tion of atoms in excited 

states, using a laser tuned to a resonance line to gen欄

erate the excited state. These are limited to atoms 

such as the alkalis and alkaline earths where the 

resonance 1ine concerned can be reached with a 

CWl都民 since pulsed lasers and synchrotron radiaｭ

tion sources are in general poorly matched from 

the time synchronization point of view, but some 
benchmark measurements have been made. 

Dramatic changes in inner shell and assocト

ated sぉtellite intensities are seen when an outer 

shell electron is excited, compared to the s戸沼tra

seen with the neutral atomI2
). using the laser 

both to a1ign and excite the atom, angular correla削
tion measure悶ents have been made between the out聞

going electron and the atomic alignment axis to prか

vide detai1ed information on the symmetry of the 
states of the excited ato酷13). Acce邸主o highly polar田

ized undulator radiation has enabled considerable 

further progre路 with measurements of this kind. 

すhe next logical step from excited atoms is to 

盟ake 斑easurements on singly charged ions, and 
there is considerable interest world四wide in this 

topic. First, it opens up the possibility of making 

measurements on both iso冊electronic and isoｭ

nuclear se弓uences，伊rmitting observation of the 

ways in w訂ich phenomena, such as wavefunction 
collapse and intershell correlations, develop. A 

good example of this, for an iso-nuclear sequence, 
is the absorption s酔氾tra of Ba + and Ba件出eas醐

ured by Lucatorto et al同， in 暫hich the collective 

excitation of the ヰd shell “moves押 into the discrete 
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of the spectrumI5
). basic data on 

photoionization spectra and cross sections of 

atomic ions are of direct releγance to solar 

and astrophysics, but to date only theoreti開

cal data are available. It will 00 seen OO10vち for the 

case of the ion，出at theoretical analysis of the 

拘otoionization apectrum is not wel1 

and the predictive abi1ity of 臨odern theoretical 

methods is not well estabHshed for ato部s of this 

size and 1arger. F or 出is reason, and も偲約se most 

of the theoretical data remain 

ta1 measurements are urgently needed. すhere are, 
however, considerab1e experimental difficu1ties安

官ith the result that progress has OOen slow. To 00-

gin with, the target density is generally six orders 
of magnitude 10wer for sing1y charged ions com開

予ared to a neutra1 gas target, and even worse than 
this for mu1tip1y charged ions 説cause of space 

charge limitations. For t註is reason the first measuト

ements of photoionization cro路 sections of atomic 

ionsl6
) were made using the merged b開mtechniquel7

) 

in which a collimated photon 祝am was merged 

with an ion OOam over a length of 10 c拙s. Such ex輔

periments have one advantage over measurements 

ofcro路 sections of neutra1 species: the numOOr derト

sity of the absorbing s戸cies can 祝 measured using 

counting techniques. The spatia1 profiles of both 

the photon and ion OOams were 悶easured to calclト

1ate an over1ap integra1; the count rates for the sinｭ

gly charged ions and the dou制y charged ions were 

then measured at each photon energy. 

the ion velocity, the photon OOam/ion beam overｭ
lap integral, the length of the region of interaction 

20自ト
斗官ム+宇一
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ε 主主鵠ms and the ab;ohlt怒鳴

the incident it was to 

absolute cross seむtions. 翠γen in ca関 cross sec醐

tions less than cm2 could not 投融e郡ured r措e晒

1五ia幼.bl均y払多 and the e蹴xp伊￡玄討iment鵠s c∞on蹴ce伺n献t討ra剖t柁e討d on 錦80か酬

n蹴a郡鉛z捻11臼玄e略協S 靭材}

$偲t説ions 腎怨r悶e found. 

In 箆献怨 the data for the 

and are 

se司uence 勧causεit

structure contained 

τhe identity of this structure is 

using るoth the 良ィnatrix

method to analyse the 記a spec岬

trum, with varying degrees of success. The cro路 S関醐

tion for the 3p-3d resonance is wel1 reproduced by 

both theoretical methods, but the identi ty of the 
remaining structur鳥 particularly that due to t靭o

electron excitations, is in some doubt. Ivanov and 
West22

) calculated the oscillator strengths for the 

one electron transitions and used this information 

to the most intense lines in the s酔ctrum，

confirming the earlier assignment of some of th出e

from comparisons with the series limits calculated 

from the neutral atom photoabso中tion spectrum23
). 

The structure was assumed 紛らe due to 

tvすo electron excitations; by calculating the relative 

posi tions of the energy levels of th関鳥 tentative sug-

cou1d made for their identity. 

士長eγersion of the RP AE used was the spin polaト

izedγP1I"(!1 1f\;n....j ， in which the electrons in each 

subshell are into two group8, one with spin 

up, the other with spin do腎n. The individual 

200 

、ヤ軸輔

33.0 33.2 33.4 26.8 26.号 27.0 27.1 21.2 21.4 21.6 

Figure 3. Total photoioni路tion cross sections for，仕omleft to right: the 3p • 3d reson悶ce in Ca+ , 

from Ref. 18; the 4p •4d resonance in Sr+ , from 設ef. 開; the 5p • 5d resonance in Ba七 from
Ref.20. 
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correlations between these electron subgroups are 

then calculated, to some extent simplifying the cal幽
culation since electrons with opposing spins do not 

interact strongly. The fact remains, however，出at

although the above analysis has made so担e

progr部s with regard to the Ca+ s戸氾trum， a f凶1

theoretical analysis of 出is sp印trum remains to be 

done. To this end wo花 is proceeding to develop 

the RP AE method to include both the spin orbit irト

teraction and two electron transitions25). On the ex剛

side, acce路 to undulator radiation has 

encouraged new experiments on atomic ions. The 

first electron spectroscopy measurements on the 

Ca+ ion were made in the 3p-3d resonance region 
by Bizeau et al26

) , and using the merged beam 
method Koizumi et aJ27) have extended me鎚U印刷

ments on the Ba + ion beyond the 4d threshold. 

Measurements on other ions are also under way, 
and the use of ECR sources for production of multi鵬

ply charged ions is planned. Even the high intenｭ

sity from the new third generation sources, howｭ
ever, does not entirely compensate for the low 

beam densities, and moving to highcr photon eneト
gies where the cro路 section is lower and is partiｭ

tioned into more than one ionization channel will 

add to the difficulties. New techniques, perhaps us欄
ing coincidence methods28) to reduce the backｭ

ground pro制ems which affect all these me拙ure欄

ments, will be required and present a considerable 

challenge to the experimentalist. 

Although the early measurements in the gas 

phase using synchrotron radiation focussed on aト

oms, and mainly the rare g邸es， once the experimerト

tal techniques using the new kind of light source 

were established attention turned rapidly to moleclト

lar studies. Many of the phenomena, for example 
autoionization and shape resonances, seen in 

atomic photoionization, are of course seen in moleｭ
cules. Shape resonances, which have their origin in 
the centrifugal barrier pre関nted to electrons of 

high angular momentum leaving the atom and are 

so called because of the sha伊 of the potential of 

the electron as a function of its distance from the 

nucleus29
) , occur widely in 部olecular absorption. 

This co扱es about 肱沼郡関 the outgoing electron 

wave contains in principle all angular momentum 

components, as a result of the angular momentum 

and spin of the individual electrons no longer beｭ

ing good quantum numbe路 a泌総ing replaced by 

8 
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their projections on the molecular sy悶metry axis. 

The higher angular momentum components can 

therefore contribute to shape resonances, and quite 
complex interactions between outgoing channels 

can occur. 

Carbon dioxide: shape resonant effects 

An example of this is seen in the c邸e of ioni脇田

tion of the 長時t four electronic states of the CO2 

molecule, where shape resonances are predicted in 
the εσg continua of the A 2 n u and B 2 L u states, 
the ε a u continuum of the X 2 n g state and the 

ε a u continuum of the C 2 L g state, and further四
more are expected to couple with each other, 
through a mechanism known as continuum畑

contimuum coupling. The measurements shown in 

figur部品 and 5 were taken with a high resolution 

electron s伊ctrometer system知); although in general 

high resolution is not required to resolve electronic 

states, in the c部e of the C02 molecule the 

vibrational members of the A and B states overlap 

and high electron resolution is required to separate 

the contributions of these two states unambiglト

ously. The C state shape resonance, at 42 eV phoｭ
ton energy, is seen quite clearly in the photoelec聞
tron angular distribution parameter corresponding 

to ionization to this state, shown on the left of figｭ
ure 4; it is interesting to note that it does not apｭ
pear in the partial cro路 section for this channel, 
shown on the right of 髄gure 尋.すhe same reso闇

nance is also 鵠en in both the B state partial cross 

section and angular distribution parameter, shown 
in figure 5; no shape resonance is expected in the B 

state so this aris偲 purely through coupling with 

the C state shape resonance. The t註eoretical data 

shown37フ also describe the phenomenon quite well, 
where the single channel calculation predicts a 

shape resonance in the C state, but wi出 too great 

a magnitude; by definition this calculation will not, 
of course, show the sha戸 resonance in the other 

channels. すhe calculations for three and four cou帽

pled channels improve the agreement with experi圃

ment substantially for the C state angular distriblト

tion, and reproduce the effect in the B state quite 

well, showing a slight preference for the three chaIト

nel calculation. The disagreement between theory 

and experiment for the B state cro部 section， where 

the predicted peak lies at lower energy and is 

much broader, remains to be resolved; it was 

pointed out by Lucchese37
) that the frozen-core 

Hartree-I才∞k wave function which he 恥ed may 
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examined in further detail in the experimental paｭ

per by Siggel et aPl), and two points emerge: the 
p時間nce of these subtle effects can be clearly 

9-

not represent the ion state well, indicating that 

core relaxation should be included in the calculaｭ

tion. すhe coupling effects in the other channels are 
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light. 

Carもon dioxide: autoionization 

τhe widespread occurrence of autoionization in 

the 賂e of angle resolved 

tron spectroscopy, and i t is nece部ary to measure 

both the complementary observables, angular distri刷
butions and partial cro路 sections， to bring them to 

elec聞esta説ished
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region between the 釘rst and third ionization thresh圃

olds, where there are autoionizing series convergｭ
ing to both the A 2 rr u and B 2 L u + ion states. The 

prominent series were identified some time ag03
8,39), 

11-

molecular ionization spectra makωthe analysis of 

the transitions involved highly complicated，出.pe剛

cially where there are many over1apping transト

tions. This is particu1ar1y the c部e for CO2 in the 
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but much of the structure 開臨ains unidentified, 
and there is stil1 some dou説 over the assignment 

ofthe Tanaka・Ogawa38) (TO) series. using the 

high resolution in the channel 

the ふmetre normal incidence monochromator at 

the Daresbury SRS汽 and an electron spectrometer 

system with sufficient resolution and sensitivity30) 
to resolve even weak vibrational structure in the 

photoelectron sp邸trum， it has been po路ible to 

gather further information about the nature of 

these autoionizing series and the non Francι 

Condon effects which can ∞cur in regions of 

autoionization. Angular distribution parameters 
o 

and branching ratios have been measured at 0.1 A 
。

intervals from 795A up to the B state threshold at 

--687 ﾅ 41). The 自rst point, evident from these data, 
is the substantial intensity that goes into 

vibrational modes other than the symmetric 

stretch, particularly for members of 出e (TO) series 

where in some cases more than 50% of the ﾎntenｭ

sity in the photoelectron spectrum goes into the 

bending and antisymmetric stretch vibrations. This 

behaviour is not reproduced at al1ちy calculations41) 

based on the Franck-Condon principle, particularly 
for members of the ちending vibration with odd 

quantum numbers which are in principle forbid制

den. A 路mple of these data appears in 自gure 6, 
where the branching ratios and angular distriblト

tion parameters are shown for the (0∞) vibrational 
member of the CO2 + ion in the region of the 

Henning39) series converging onto the B state of the 

ion, and in 鎚gure 7 showing the 錦me parameters 

for the (010) and (110) vibrations in the region of 

the A4v (TO) and A3v (L) series members. 

McCulloh's42) notation has been used in these 

臼gures :A4v (TO) means the Tanaka.οgawa seri岱

members with the running number conventional1y 

known as m equal to 4, vibrational quantum num暢

bers v, converging to the A state of CO2 +; A3v (L) 

refers si担ilarly to the members of the Lindholm 

series43). In figl悶 6 the 包) and (d) notations refer 

to the Henning39) sharp and diffuse series r邸pec綱

tively, converging to the B state of C02 +. The rela欄

tionship 祝tween the running number m and the 

quantum number n depends on the assignment of 

these seri邸， which at present is not absolutely ceト

tain (for a full di関脇ion see re主的

By picking out just the Q側)vibrational member, 
much more detail is evident in the spectra than is 

関en from a total photoionization spectrum. 

Particularly for the β幽parameters shown in the 

放射光鎮 8 5 号 (19部年)

half of 話， the effect of interference be四

tween the sharp and diffuse members of the 

日enning series is seen qui te clearly in the asymmeト

ric line sha酔s. This pattern ちecomes le鎚cIear for 

members with low principal 司uantum numbers (at 

wavelengths. not shown in this figure) beｭ

cause it is strongly over1apped by members of the 

Tanal王a-Ogawa series converging to the various 

vibrational levels of the A state of the ion, but it 
stands out c1ear1y for the higher members and 

should be amenable to theoretical analysis. In 

悶re 7 the relative partial cross sections of the (010) 

Vlおrational members are shown in a lower incident欄

photon“ energy region where autoionizing structure 
converging to the A state of the ion is prominent. 

It is interesting to note here that the peaks of the 

resonances correspond to dips in the intensities of 

these viおrational members, which seems counterｭ
intuitive: the complete data set contains plany fuト

ther examples of this type, and a preliminary analy醐

sis is the subject of a forthcoming publication4t). 

One explanation for this non-intuitive behaviour 

may lie in the contribution from the background 

continuum under1ying the resonances, which 

makes any model based on the a部umption of a sin棚

gle partial wave for the resonance inaccurate. For 

CO2 this was seen quite recently in a high resoluｭ

tion experiment in which the spin-orbit splitting of 

the A state of the ion was resolved44) and theβpara 

meters for the two spin orbit components meas圃

ured. The aim of the experiment was to examine 

the selectivity in populating the spin岬orbit sp1it 

states in resonant regions, and by measuring the β 
parameter to firmly establish the assignment of the 

series, in this case the Tana主a-Ogawa series. A su岨

personic jet of CO2 was used to reduce rotational 

broadening and thus resolve the splitting more 

clear1y. The A52 resonance, the m弓， (200) mem圃

ber of the Tanaka-Ogawa series, was chosen and 自f
ure 8 shows a photoelectron spectrum taken at the 

resonance peak; the non resonant spectru剖 has

been subtracted from this, and the data were taken 
at O~ ie electrons 吋ected paral1el to the principal pか
larization direction of the incoming light were ana幽

lyzed. It is immediately evident that autoionization 

∞curs primarily to the X 2 話/2 state of the ion, coか
sistent with the earlier finding by Tana孟a and 

Ogawa37) that this series converges to the A 2 n 1/2 

ion core. An analysis44) of the symmetry considera岨

tions for autoionization of the Tanaka-Ogawa 間四

ries, combined with the fact the quantum defects 

12-
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in the off resonance regions, falling to zero at the 
peak or possibly taking a negative value if parity 

unfavoured transitions4S) ∞cur through anisotropic 

interactions with the molecular core. Again, the rea欄
son probably 1ies in the contribution from the I，acι 

ground continuum, given the weight of theoretical 
and quantum defect evidence for the assignment of 

the series as nd ム. These measurements bring out 

very clear1y the difficulties encountered in the 

analysis of these spectra, since a single partial 

wave analysis app鵠rs to be inadequate. 
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Sulphur monoxide 

For diatomic molecules where there is on1y one 

vibrational mode, the analysis of the photoelectron 
spectra can be relatively straightforward and the 

presence of autoioni錨tion in fact helpfu1. By 

focussing on an autoionising line a different region 

of internuclear distance is sampled, or in other 

words the vibrational intensities measured in the 

photoelectron spectrum reflect the wavefunction 

over1ap, or Franck-Condon factors，もetween the 

autoionising level and the ion ground state. This ef二

f切t was 自rst seen, using line discharge sources, by 
Price46) and Natalis and Collin47

) for the oxygen 

molecule; large differences between the HeI and 

-0.6 

134600 

Figure 9. The photoelectron angular distribution parameｭ
ters corresponding to the X (α泊) 2 日山 and 2 狂的 S括協

in the region of the A52 resonance. 
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13 

are near1y constane7) for m = 4 to 11, leads to the 
conc1usion t主at Qcωcoupling applies for t制S 関剛

ries. Also, the most likely assignment is ndδg ， 

which on autoionization should lead to an outgoｭ

ing wave of primarily fδsymmetry， giving aβ 

value of 0 at the peak of the resonance. Figure 9 

shows a reversal of the expected behaviour, since a 

value greater than 0 would normaIIy be expected 
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ion in the 2ll , γ+ 口 o or ごこ 2

differences are evident between the 

the different probabi1ト

leγels concerned. In the 

vibrational progre路ions associated 

the a 4ll 3d and ヰd states and the A 2 II 

and 4d states are seen; the 3d series is ex田

pected to have 3d 0 , TC and δco拙OOtlents but 

士腎o of these were the seむond being 

la取lled 3d'. These progressions are largely sup-
in the ヱヱ 2 sp切tra， allo腎 ident沼田

cation of associated with Rydberg states con申

verging to the b 41: state, using its known 

adiabatic ionization potentiap3). 

関ew structure in the photoionization spectrum 

of 80+ has been found in ぬis way, extending ear畑
1ier iorトelectron coincidence measu問ments54) to 印刷

ergies above 12 eV. 目aving identified the position 

of the autoionising st印cture， the next stage was to 

set the incoming photon energy to coincide with 

加 autoionising peak, and measure photoelectron 
at resonant energies. In the case of a spec四

trum taken at 12.31 eV photon energy, correspon(ト
ing to excitation of the seventh vibrational mem鵬

祝r of the a 4 II 3d' autoionizing level, thirteen 
vibrational components were evident. Analysis of 

this spectrum, and several others where extensive 

関

chance the 関eI line coincides 腎lth an 

line i政治e oxygen s伊到ru拙. A theoretical 

for the c櫛怒 of oxy喜朗官制 later carri吋 out

the 孟 of the Franckｭ

Condon pn:nClìPle. 臨ore of the ion 

γibrational levels in this way it is to ex四

tract accurate values of the molecular ion 

vibrational constants, and the continuous 
a synchrotron radiation sourcc makes 

the 酷ethod univ位協lly It has 駒開 used

for the chlorine and 阻む1 molecules49
,50), and re岨

cently et aJ5l
) have used it for 拠easurements

on the 80 radical, in a new experiment desi郡led to 

handle transient or short lived molecules. A 

rotatable electron spectrometer incorporating differ幽

ential pumping was fitted to the 与加etre normal in聞

cidence s伊諮trometer at the Daresbury 喜良8， and 

the 80 迎。lecule was created in a microwave dis間

char併; further experimental detaHs are 事iven in 

the original paperl). The contin開臨 source

ted the use of the Constant Ionic 8tate 

and this was used t� advantage in 出is

C郡広 τhe are shown in 誼gl悶鵠9 官here the 

S酔ctrometer was set at an angle of 

0
0 to the principal polarization component of the 

and on the photoelectron 
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Figure 10. CI8 spectra for two vibrationallevels of the 80+ X 2 rr ground state. 
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vibrational structure was seen, gave values of the 
molecular constants in good agreement with ear1ier 

determinations. すhe CIS measurements were then 

extended to photon energies above 15 e V; as seen 

in 臼gure 臼， Rydberg series were found which coか

verge onto the first two vibrational levels of the 

B 2:L: state of SO+. Two series of resonances are 

seen, absorption and emission types; the absorpｭ
tion series has a quantum defect δof 0.12, and 
thus has oxygen d symmetry. The emission series 

was found to have δ ココ 0.52， implying oxygen p 

symmetry, and the analysis of these series gave a 

value of 16.40 eV for the adiabatic ionisation enｭ

ergy of the SO+ 2:L: state, consistent with, though 
probably more accurate than, the value obtained 
from ear1ier measurements53

). These preliminary 

measurements on the SO radical demonstrate the 

potential of this method; the molecular constants 

can be determined with high accuracy, and also, usｭ
ing the CIS method, partial ionization cro部 sec

tions determined once the photoelectron spectra 

have been corrected for angular distribution ef圃

fects.τhe angular distributions themselves will 

give further information on the symmetries of the 

orbitals concerned. Very litt1e is known about the 

ω
判
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診
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g
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Figure 11. CIS spectra for two vibrational levels of the 
so+ b 4 2:叩 state.
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photoionization of transient molecules, so 
the appIication of continuous wavelength photoelecｭ

tron spectroscopy to these systems has considerable 

potential for the future. 

The above examples have been chosen to give an 

idea of our understanding of the photoionization 

mechanism for atoms and molecules, as wel1 as indiｭ
cating directions for future progre路 in this area. 

Much of this progre部 will depend on the applica“ 

tion of new techniques, made possible by the en剛
hanced intensity now available from 3rd genera幽

tion synchrotron radiation sources, and from the 
increasing coverage of the VむV provided by laser 

sources. In paral1el with this, improvements in deｭ
tector efficiencies have led to a considereble expan柵

sion in the use of coincidence spectroscopies. The 

highly correlated double ionization pr∞e路 has reｭ

cently been studied very succe錨ful1y in this way 

for the helium atom, where the two ejected elec幽

trons were measured in coincidence and their anglト

Iar correlation also determined, first for equal enｭ
ergy sharing between the two electrons55

), and then 
for unequal sharing56

); such measurements are now 

being extended to other atoms57). Their extension to 

double ionization of molecules, where the ion is 
also detected, does not 関em far away. They will be 

greatly 部sisted by access to sources wi th a high, 
known content of circular polarization, recent1y 

used successfully for spin polarization measureｭ

ments58
). Symmetry resolved experiments on mole欄

cules, in which, in effect, measurements are made 
on molecules oriented in spaceS9), are yielding valuｭ
able information on fragmentation pathways and 

have already reached a high degree of sophistica幽

tion, in which both the energies and angular 

correlations of the ions and electrons can now be 

measured in a coincidence experimentω). It seems 

c1ear that future advances in molecular photoionizaｭ

tion will make use of the combination of the now 

well developed techniques of angle resolved ion, 
electron and fluorescence spectroscopies. Nevertheｭ

less, much remains to be done 絜 the area of basic 

measurements on excited atoms, ions and short 
lived molecules, and high demands will be made of 
both the new sources and the associated experimerト

tal techniques. 

5. jもck蹟O腎通g臨en総
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